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ABSTRACT   

This paper describes low altitude mobile imaging of near coastal waters in the Northern Gulf of Mexico. A suite of 
mobile multispectral and hyperspectral sensors were flown between ~1,000m to ~3000m altitudes in order detect 
subsurface features in nearby wetlands and littoral zone areas following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. In this paper 
techniques used to develop, integrate and calibrate the airborne sensors are described. The sensors include a 
multispectral digital frame camera system, a traditional photogrammetric camera, and a small custom hyperspectral 
imaging system with custom software. Ancillary sensors include include multiple differential GPS and inertial motion 
unit (IMU) sensing systems and twin high definition video cameras for parallax related estimations. The correction of 
hyperspectral pushbroom imagery that utilizes Kalman filtering and smoothing is described and examples of 
georeferenced imagery is presented. The ability to image subsurface features is described and demonstrates not only the 
hyperspectral imaging system, but the value of utilizing simultaneous multisensor mobile sensing systems for 
environmental monitoring and surveillance of shorelines, water and nearby vegetation environments in littoral zones. 
 
Keywords: mobile remote sensing, airborne image acquisition, hyperspectral remote sensing, multispectral imagery, 
weathered oil detection, subsurface sensing, data fusion, image fusion, hyperspectral sensor calibration, Kalman filters, 
Kalman smoothing, spectral-spatial sharpening, oil spill, shoreline remote sensing 

1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background 

Mobile platform imaging sensors developed, calibrated and mounted for airborne remote sensing has been reported1, 2, 3.  
In addition to airborne applications, these modern lightweight systems can also be used onboard fixed platforms4, 5, 
ground vehicles6 as well as small vessels and vehicles7,8. In general, multispectral digital frame cameras, 
photogrammetric frame cameras as well as pushbroom or line scanning imaging systems are useful for helping to help 
solve many land and water environmental management problems and these sensing systems are useful for environmental 
monitoring and surveillance applications of land and water features, including species discrimination, bottom feature 
identification in vegetation canopies on land as well as in aquatic systems. In many cases, vegetative stress or vegetation 
dysfunction assessment9 can be inferred. However, different applications require different imaging systems. With respect 
to environmental quality or environmental security issues, it is safe to say that there will never be one set of sensing 
systems and algorithms10 to address all problems. Thus analysis of spectral, spatial, temporal, radiometric and digital 
resolution requirements needed are the first step in addressing any remote sensing research issue or application. 

For example, the hyperspectral imaging systems described by Bostater11 was used not only from an airborne platform, 
but also from the ground using a fixed mount (tripod) and a rotation stage to make bidirectional reflectance distribution 
function measurements in order to help characterize reflectance of weathered oil on the water surface12. These 
measurements were needed to help understand the influence of weathered oil thickness, illumination geometry and 
viewing geometry, as well as wavelength upon measured reflectance imagery as well synthetic imagery13,14,15  .  
 
From February thru April signatures obtained from the HS imaging system was from an airborne, fixed and vessel 
platform in order to help understand the BRDF of weathered oil and subsurface features. Multiple sensing systems were 
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used to acquire imagery in near shore littoral zones in the Northern Gulf of Mexico, after the Deepwater Horizon oil and 
gas releases were contained at the source. This BP Quick start project, funded by BP through the Florida Institute of 
Oceanography was originally designed to image weathered oil in the event that the released material would come ashore 
along southern Florida’s shorelines. Due to many contributing factors, including the occurrence of tropical cyclones that 
entered the Gulf during the summer and early fall of 2010, weathered oil reaching shallow littoral zones (shorelines) 
were limited to the Florida Panhandle region, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana regions. Flights were then designed 
in October, 2010 to acquire low altitude imagery after the oil spill was contained at the source. The purpose of the littoral 
zone multisensor airborne imagery was to provide information to other research and recovery efforts & needs expressed 
by state organizations.  

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the value of using multiple imaging systems on one platform for 
simultaneous image acquisitions during March, 2011 in order to maximize detection or observations indicating the 
presence of subsurface “weathered oil”. Based upon the author’s previous aerial sensing missions conducted and 
reported Bostater during missions in 2008, 2009 and 2010 in Canada2,11,16, the Caribbean Sea2,16, Florida2,16,17,18, and the 
Bahamas2,16 - ideal conditions have been shown to be required for subsurface feature detection.  

Results of advanced hydrologic optics modeling4,19 and synthetic hyperspectral image modeling (including shape factor 
effects)14,20 developed and reported by Bostater21, also demonstrate the need for conducting aerial remote sensing in ideal 
environmental conditions if low altitude, high quality, high spectral and spatial resolution imagery is intended for 
subsequent scientific analysis and algorithm development.  

2. TECHNIQUES & METHODS 
 
2.1 Mission Flight Track Planning 

Flight planning began in Early October of 2010. Actual flights occurred in March of 2011 due to the flight requirements 
established. The goals of the plight mission planning requirements were to obtain imagery that would be suitable for 
scientific applications, basic research as well as for recovery and remediation purposes. The requirements established 
included the following conditions: cloud free sky conditions (low and high altitudes), calm winds or winds conditions 
predicted ≤3 knots, northerly wind directions  over the entire region, seven day antecedent local “rainfall free” 
conditions, predicted water surface gravity waves ≤ 3ft. - 4-5 days prior, no terminal flight restrictions (TFR’s), prior air 
traffic control approvals 2-3 in advance, all flight tracks free of military operations and aircraft, no low level wind shear 
and turbulence predicted in METARS, AIRMETS SIGMENTS and Area Forecasts, flight sensor readiness (preflight 
calibrations – imaging sensors, differential global position system (WAAS), inertial motion unit (IMU) calibration, and 
computer clocks set to with 3 seconds deviation. Flights and mission days were planned and flight tracks are shown at 
www.bostater.info, in the Florida Panhandle, and the northern Gulf of Mexico south of Alabama, and within Mississippi 
and Louisiana littoral areas (also see the companion acquisition paper in this SPIE volume). All flights were planned for 
altitudes between 1,500 ft. to 9500 ft., and during morning and afternoon hours that would minimize sun glint effects and 
solar disc hot spots observable in the imagery. 

 

2.2 Airborne Sensing Systems & Calibrations 

The major purposes of the flights were to detect evidence of weathered oil in littoral areas. Thus, the following imaging 
systems were used. A hyperspectral pushbroom imaging system developed by the author. This system is capable of 
recording 64 to 1024 spectral channels using spectral channel binning using custom software. It has 1376 spatial 
channels and uses a peltier cooled 2/3 inch CCD, scientific grade camera with 12 bit digital resolution. The HS imaging 
system utilized a calibrated ~39o field of view (FOV) Schneider C-mount lens. The imaging system is run on a pen-tablet 
computer connected via a fiber optic cable. The integration time, frame rate and number of spectral channels can be 
software selected for any given flight track and flight length. The system is mounted using a gimbal mount (non-
stabilized) and the airborne platform is stabilized in 3 axes independently using an autopilot and associated servos and 
coupled WAAS grade DGPS. This configuration allows the system to be used on many airborne platforms if 
appropriately modified with a camera hole approximately 3-5 inches by use of a designated engineering representative 
(DER) and related FAA field approvals. The computer records to a solid-state hard disk and displays spectral signatures 
at selected channels along the flight path in order to optimize the dynamic range of the system, without saturating the 
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